
In Russia of the 1820s-30s the woman writer stops
being an amusing domestic sight and starts claiming a
certain status, offering her works to the journals and
publishers. A decade later, in the 1830s-40s, thick
Russian journals start publishing critical articles that do
not merely mention women's names complementarily
or present disparate works by women, but also introdu-
ce a new notion into the cultural common use, or, rat-
her, a new discourse – that of women's literature.1

Around the same time different types of autodocumen-
tary genres2 appear in literary use (letters, diaries, jo-
urnals, confessions, autobiographies, etc.) and their
very discussion becomes the object of criticism (Tarta-
kovskii, 1997: 49 and 103-113). Despite the fact that
the memoirs (overwhelmingly French) that inundated
Russia at the beginning of the century were written by a
considerable number of women, the first Russian fe-
male writer's autobiography dates to 1847-1848. This is
regarded to be Autobiography by Nadezhda Sohanskaya,
written as a letter to P. Pletnyov and only published in
1896 (Clyman & Vowels 1996: 10; Held, 1987: 87-93).
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1 V. Botkin in the preface to the translation of two chapters from
the book Shakespeare's Female Characters by Mrs Jameson uses the term
"women's aesthetics", by which he means the process of intro-
duction of the women's sense and sensibility into "the architec-
tonics of the literary work" (Botkin 1841: 64). On the reception
of the women's literature in the Russian criticism of the time, see
Savkina 1998: 23-51.

2 The term autodocumentary genres here is used to denote a
group of texts aiming at authenticity (Ginzburg 1971: 10) which
is performed through the identity of the author-narrator-pro-
tagonist (see Lejeune 1988: 193). Lejeune calls this group of texts
literature intime.



However, it appears that there was a text
written and published earlier, in the begin-
ning of the 1840s, and that it is almost
entirely dedicated to the discussion of the
women writers' identity within the bounda-
ries of autodocumenting genres. In this
instance it is genres and not a genre that will
be discussed, since Alexandra Zrazhevskaya's
text "Menagerie" presents a mixture of the
epistolary genre, autobiography and critical
essay.

Alexandra Zrazhevskaya (1805-1867) was
born in St. Petersburg in an architect's fam-
ily, and was educated in a boarding school in
the capital. She started writing very early and
became well-known as a translator, but also
appeared in public as a critic, as well as the
author of some original texts, for example,
the novel Pictures of Friendly Relations, which had
two editions, in 1833 and 1839. (On
Zrazhevskaya's biography see : Faynshteyn
1989: 125-137; Dmitrieva-Maymina 1992:
358-360.) Apart from this novel,
Zrazhevskaya wrote a five-volume work
Woman's Age (Zhenskii Vek), which we only
know from her letter to M. Zagoskin. In the
letter she asks for his assistance in campaig-
ning and with the distribution of the novel.
The work never appeared, and the manu-

script was destroyed. Zrazhevskaya herself
explains the reasons for her request: “I have
no means of subsistence, and I only live
from literature. Besides, my work deserves
attention” (Zrazhevskaya 1850: 4). Great
literary ambition combined with the disa-
dvantages of her life circumstances, as well as
the painful perception of the critics' and
society's biased attitudes to the woman
writer, were some of the reasons that finally
brought her to a mental institution.

One of the most important and painful issu-
es for Zrazhevskaya was the problem of the
woman author and her own identity as a
writer. She discusses these issues in her pie-
ce "Woman: a poet and author", which ap-
peared in 1842 in the journal Moskovityanin,
with a note "an abstract from the novel",
possibly from Woman's Age. The text consists
of two chapters which abound in characters
and events, but nevertheless the author fo-
cuses on discussions of art: literature, pain-
ting, theatre, and, most of all, the problem
of the woman author.3 It could even be seen
as an essay of literary criticism, written in
the form of "a novel abstract".

In fact, it appears that Zrazhevskaya did not
possess outstanding fiction-writing abilities,
her stronger sides being essay discourse and
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3 Z. uses the word avtoritsa to denote the non-existing female version of the "author". It is worthy of interest
in general, how vigorously Zrazhevskaya assaults different forms of sexism in language. She constantly invents
and uses words of the feminine gender to denote the creative occupations: poetka, stihotvoritsa, avtoritsa, avtor-
ishcha.



critical discussion, and the use of the nove-
listic settings could be explained by the fear
of abandoning conventional channels or,
possibly, inadequate self-appraisal. In her
letters, for example, she refers to herself as a
talented novelist, and as the mental disorder
progresses the exaggerated claims appear to
be a symptom of megalomania. In those in-
stances when Zrazhevskaya does not try to
create "talking puppets" to channel her sali-
ent ideas, the outcome is much more intere-
sting and original. This is exactly the case of
the essay “Menagerie” that the present artic-
le focuses on.

The essay consists of two parts written in the
form of letters addressed in the first instan-
ce to Varvara Ivanovna Bakunina, and in the
second to her daughter Praskov'ya Mihailov-
na Bakunina.4

The genre of "familiar letter” was extremely
popular in literary spheres (especially of the
so-called "Pushkin circle") in the 1820s and
'30s, as this kind of epistolary was at the sa-
me time of a public and intimate character,
also having double, or even multiple objects
of address. On the one hand, the text of a
letter was addressed to a particular person,

as well as to all the members of a literary cir-
cle, and, on the other hand, it presupposed
a possible historical audience, that of pos-
terity. Letters of this kind – free and inti-
mate in their style (unlike the essayist "open
public letter") constituted a literary dialo-
gue, a way of building the literary identity of
the addresser and the addressee as members
of a common literary circle, community,
"brotherhood" (See Stepanov 1966; Todd
1994). The word "brotherhood" here may
mark the gendered nature of the literary
community, i.e. an assembly of men, occu-
pied with male business – literature (Kelly
1994: 23-26).

The two chapters of Zrazhevskaya's text are
close in genre to that of "familiar letter", but
both letters constituting "Menagerie" are
addressed to women. This is not a formal
nomination in the subtitle; the text, as it
unfolds, actually creates the images of the
addressees.

Thus, the image of Varvara Ivanovna Baku-
nina conveyed in the letter consists of several
models. First of all she is "a dear Maman",
enlivening the idyllic reminiscences of
childhood: “caresses”, “nurture”, "motherly
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4 Varvara Ivanovna Bakunina was a talented woman, a memoir writer, her daughter – a quite well-known
poetess. It is interesting that the latter did not agree with Zrazhevskaya's ideas articulated in the essay and
wrote a poem-rebuff "The response to Zrazhevskaya" (Moskovityanin, 1842, N3) in which she decisively denies
"women's poetry" the right to existence. On the Bakunins see Russkie pisateli 1800-1917. A Biographical Dictionary, ed.
by Nikolaev T.I., p. 144-145. On Praskov'ya Bakunina also see Greene, 1955: 43-58.



concern" (Zrazhevskaya 1842: 1).5 The sali-
ent features of her representation are those
of a loving, warm and understanding pro-
tection. The signature at the end is in kee-
ping with the aforementioned maternal mo-
del of the addressee: "with a childish devo-
tion looking forward to your reply,
Alexandra Zrazhevskaya".

The image of the mother, however, is com-
plicated and complemented by two signifi-
cant connotations – the addressee is positio-
ned as an artist: "vivid in my memory is the
image of a Madonna that came to life under
your brush" (1). The image of Madonna
certainly reinforces the concept of holy
maternity. Another connotation is that of a
creative, enlightened woman, “a creative
mother”: "the first seeds of this harvest were
sown by you" (1); as well as of a friendly but
demanding critic: "and I dare to present this
still immature thing to your selective ta-
ste"(1).

The addressee of the second letter – P. M.
Bakunina – is presented as a friend, a sister
in art, a colleague in poetic vocation: "Dear
friend! You owe me the few pages you pro-
mised to dedicate to me, I am waiting for
your epistle in verse" (5). The author acts as
a benevolent reviewer and critic of the ad-
dressee's poems, expressing confidence in
the mutual concern, modelling the perspec-

tive of the latter, introducing the elements
of dialogue into her text: cues and questions
of the epistolary interlocutor – "You are
asking what I have done and what I am doing
now" (6) – as well as her hypothetical reac-
tion. Thus, the letter is positioned as an ele-
ment of a dialogic correspondence, since the
text of one of the correspondents always in-
cludes remarks supposedly made by the ot-
her, and "every letter is not only a separate
cue, but also the model of the whole dialo-
gue in general" (Paperno 1974: 214). The
author of the letter assumes the shared pro-
blems of her and the addressee's creative ca-
reers – "Can your lot be the same?" – and
awaits a mutual understanding and emotio-
nal participation:

Correspondence is very much opportu-
ne for my present circumstances. You
just keep the pace, my friend, don't lag
behind, and I shall not cause a delay.
Friendship is a beautiful feeling! I had
wonderful friends, wonderful like you,
in the full sense, clever and sensitive,
with a pure and refined taste. I lived in a
paradise, and suddenly like a bolt from
the blue evil circumstances turned
everything to their own ends – all my
friends were thrown to the end of the
world, I was defeated and shattered, like
Napoleon at Berezino, – miserable, I
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5 Later when quoting “Menagerie” only pages will be given.



was evicted out of the magic circle. /.../
What was I to do? Your guess is right: as
if I extricated myself, crawled in and
settled down in heavens – fence by fence
with your small estate. (7)6

The representation of both addressees impli-
es existence of a united "magic circle" of cre-
ative women, a special women's place, a kind
of a female settlement in the poetic heavens.

The awareness or sense of a group identity,
as Susan Stanford Friedman argues, is cha-
racteristic of women. Conceptualising
themselves they cannot abandon their be-
longing to "the female world" and not take
into account those projections of the femi-
nine that are reflected in the dominant cul-
ture: the self constructed in women's auto-
biographical writing is often based on, but
not limited to, a group consciousness – an
awareness of the meaning of the cultural cat-
egory WOMAN for the patterns of the
women's individual destiny. Instead of see-
ing themselves solely as unique, women of-
ten explore their sense of shared identity
with other women, an aspect of identity that

exists in tension with a sense of their
uniqueness .

However, in Zrazhevskaya this tension
between group identity and the sense of
one's own uniqueness seems mitigated by
her transforming and limiting the group
that she identifies with, "we, women” is spe-
cified as "we, creative women", "we, writ-
ers".This idea is not only developed through
the model of correspondence, in which she
constructs the image of addressee as well as
their imaginary dialogue, but it is also to be
seen in the literary-critical part of her se-
cond letter. She mentions the names of
other women in literature, positively review-
ing their works, which suggests Zraz-
hevskaya's efforts to demarcate a certain spe-
cific group of women writers as well as to
consider it as a unique and unified commu-
nity. She also expresses similar ideas in
another article, in which she appeals to
women authors to “not act without co-ordi-
nation,” but “get assembled” and publish
their own journal. (Zrazhevskaya 1842a:
220).7 The idea of the common circle, of
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6 “Perepiska o~en| kstati v moem tepere{nem obraze `izni. Tol|ko der`is|, drug moj, ne otstavaj, a za mnoj delo
ne stanet. Dru`ba, prekrasnoe ~uvstvo! u menq b}li prelestn}e druz|q � to est| pepestn}e kak t}, v polnom sm}sle
pelestn}e, umn}e, ~uvstvitel|n}e, s ~ist}m i ne`n}im vkusom. Q `ila kak v ray, i vdrug otkuda ni voz|mis| �
zl}e obstoqtelstba, vse perevernuli po-svoemu � druzej moih vseh zabrosili na kraj sveta: q razzorilas| v puh i
prah, kak Napoleon pod Berezino, � menq bednuy v}tolkali iz zakoldovannogo kruga. È. . . Ç ^to `e mne delat|* �
t} ugadala: q to~no vkarabkalas|, vpolzla i za`ila v podnebes|i, � dvor ob dvor s tvoey malen|koj usad|boj".

7 These facts allow for a correction of Barbara Held's conclusions on the absence of the attempts in the
Russian literature for the women to get united into specifically female groups (Held 1987: 2), though one has
to agree that these appeals by Zrazhevskaya remained practically unheard.



the writers' sisterhood appears to be
extremely important for Zrazhevskaya.

In the first letter of the epistolary essay "Me-
nagerie", addressing her "creative mother"
V.I. Bakunina, Zrazhevskaya notes: "After
the long search, I have finally found you and
I rush to present a brief sketch of my exis-
tence" (1). Thus, the first part contains a
brief autobiographical sketch – a reduced
Bildungsroman, the novel of the formation of a
woman-writer, which shows, through perso-
nal experience, the main stages of her deve-
lopment: early awakening of an overpower-
ing desire to write, parents' prohibition and
its violation, advice and warnings of a male
mentor and at the same time censor (in
Zrazhevskaya's case it was V. A. Zhukovskii),
education, self-education and self-improve-
ment, female sisterly support, hardships and
finally obstacles arising on entering the "ma-
le world" of literary competition and market.

The version of the life narrative suggested by
Zrazhevskaya conforms to the patterns cha-
racteristic of the time. Thus, E. N. Grache-
va, researching similar texts in her article
"The picture of poet's childhood in the ma-
terial of life descriptions at the end of the 18
th and the beginning of the 19 th century"8

discerns a few recurrent themes structuring
the image of the character. Already in early
childhood the poet is distinguished by the

acuteness of senses, "sensitivity of soul", in-
clination for day-dreaming and fantasising,
passion for reading and the arts, intensive
studies even at the hour of leisure (Gracheva
1995: 324-326). A significant element of
the plot is the moment of realising one's po-
etic vocation, which “can be dissected into
three components: reading (listening to a
story), inspiration, realising one's own voca-
tion, described as the desire to follow it”
(Gracheva 1995: 327).

Thus the realisation of one's poetic vocation
was often depicted as a "prodigy" a kind of a
divine revelation. The 1830s witnessed the
development of a certain pattern of the life
story of a woman poet in the article by A.
Nikitenko about Elizaveta Kul'man (the first
publication in Biblioteka dlya chteniya in
1835). It developed the following biographi-
cal paradigm: "a young, chaste soul of geni-
us living in the fantasy world – persistence
and diligence – an enormous role of the
male mentor – collision with life – early de-
struction". A majority of these elements are
present in Zrazhevskaya as well, though some
of them are considerably transformed.
However, together with the “common pla-
ces” of the “life descriptions” of the po-
et/poetess, there are some absolutely unique
and original motives in her autobiographical
sketch that appear to be transcending the
femininity myths and gender stereotypes
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8 “Predstavlenie o detstve poxta na materiale `izneopisanij konca XVII -- na~ala XIX v.“.



already constructed by that time around the
figure of the woman writer.

First, she depicts her writing not only as "an
irresistible call of nature", but as a conscio-
us choice: "I have created for myself another
fate"; important as well as unexpected in this
context is the active grammar structure: "I"
is the subject, and "fate" an object. Despite
this, one can say that the motive of "prodi-
gy", or, revelation, is still retained when she
describes how the emperess Mariya
Fyodorovna approved of and rewarded the
novel, secretly sent to her by Zrazhevskaya,
which she called her "first childish experi-
ment".9 This high patroness' participation
in her fate is presented by the narrator as a
Blessing if not the Annunciation. The role
of the male mentor receives unusual stress as
well. V. A. Zhukovskii, with whom the young
writer "started correspondence" (note: "I
started correspondence with him"; and not:

"he with me") steps in as somebody who
warns and discourages the young woman
from a choice that is dangerous and diffi-
cult.

V. A. Zhukoskii replied to me that "aut-
horship brings women out of their quiet
circle, that all women writers are excep-
tions and that all paid dear for their gla-
morous fame, that it is something that
will influence all my life; that author-
ship entails a thousand troubles, that I
will need to study the language, accu-
mulate data as well as my own observati-
ons of nature and society since only then
one can know what to write about and
how to write and that all that demands
great work". (3)10

But having listened to his warnings respect-
fully, she acts contrary to them:
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9 Here, one should note an interesting age aberration, related to Zrazhevskaya's developing the motive of the
early vocation. "Being eleven I already composed novels, fantastic travel stories, I was scolded, mocked, my
works were torn apart and burnt – but it did not transform me, the passion turned into nature." (2)
("Odinnadcati let q u`e socinqla roman}, fantasti~eskie pute{estviq, menq branili, smeqlis|, rvali v

klo~ki i `gli moi proizvedeniq - no ne ispravili: xta strast| obratils| v prirodu“. Immediately after this
she tells the story of her secretly writing a novel devoted to the emperess, which she sent to her and received
a royal present for her "first childish experiment"(2). However, here the date of this event is given – 1828,
which testifies to the author's age of 23. The narrative is, nevertheless, constructed in such a way as to impose
on the reader the impression of the child writer (which is related to the topic of the early vocation and with
the model of the "chaste, child's soul".
10 “V. A. @ukovskij otve~al mne, “~to avtorstvo v}vodit `enwin iz ih tihogo kruga, ~to `enwin}pisa-
tel|ni} sostavlqyt iskly~enie i o~en| dorogo zaplatili za blestqwuy slavu svoy, ~to xto ne~to takoe, ~to
dol`no imet| vliqnie na celuy `izn| moy; ~to s avtorstvom soedinen} t}sq~i nepriqtnostej, ~to q dol`na
izu~at| qz}k, skoplqt| svedeniq, sobstvenn}e nablydeniq v prirode i obwestve, tol|ko togda mo`no znat|, o
~em pisat| i kak pisat|, i vse xto trebuer bol|{ih trudov“.



... but believe it or not your goddaug-
hter11 was not at all frightened by that,
her thoughts not at all changed, I /.../
studied day and night, with a bind on my
eyes I was rushing forward headlong, not
fearing rocks or pitches. Sometimes jolts
stopped me in full swing, I stopped to
think but my spirit did not falter. (3)12

Her writing is featured as a craft, a profes-
sion: it is not daydreaming, not writing
down the divine revelation dictated to her,
but work, the production of texts that she
describes employing expressions like: "I
wrote a novells; "I published The Letters";
"waiting for the response of the censorship
on two more manuscripts", "I would like to
keep the literary fame" (2-3).

The most interesting thing in Zrazhevskaya's
brief life story is the degree of her consistent
and insistent emphasis on the role that
women played in her development as a
writer (note also that her autobiography is
addressed to the woman and the addressee's
perspective is constructed as friendly and

understanding). The first creative seeds are
sown by Maman, the Blessing is received
from the emperess Mariya Fyodorovna. In
the beginning of her creative career, she en-
countered another woman that "liked to
scribble on the paper", and the spirit of
competition and mutual critical appraisal of
this small female "literary circle" stimulated
her further writing efforts.13 Wherever
Zrazhevskaya writes about women (both in
the first and second letter), they are presen-
ted as friends, colleagues, the salient feature
being that of solidarity, not competition.

The main differentiating trait of Zraz-
hevskaya's biography is the enormous self-
confidence, the fact that she presents herself
as an autonomously and actively working su-
bject and a professional writer. Certainly,
the text contains many run-of-the-mill
forms of self-denigration ("you won't be
bored to scan this nonsense"; "polite journals
responded benevolently"; "the passion to
scribble on the paper", etc.), but they are imme-
diately disavowed, as this nonsense is pre-
sented as "eight books published by me"; the jo-
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11 This nomination of the addressee suggests that V.I.Bakunina is Zrazhevskaya's godmother, which also explains
the forms of address like "Maman" (though the word krestnitsa/goddaughter may be used here metaphorically).

12 “pover|te li va{u krestnicu niskol| ne ispugalo xto, ne peremenilo m}slej ee, q È. . .Ç u~ilas| dni i no~i, s

zavqzann}mi glazami opromet|y m~alas| vpered, ne boqs| ni kamnej, ni qm. Inogda tol~ki ostanavlivali menq na

vsem begu, q zadum}valas|, no ne upadala duhom”.

13 “Tut kak-to ne~aqnno q poznakomilas| s odoy, bar}nej lybitel|nicej prekrasnogo v slove: xto b}la g-`a V. . . .',

uro`dennaq knq`na H. . .va. Poznakomqs|, m} vzapuski marali bumagu; ona ne wadila menq, kritikovala, smeqlas|,

ispisala polq moih perv}h tetradej svoimi prime~aniqmi -- i kak b} v} dumali* -- ona ne umorila vo mne lybov|

k literature, naprotiv, xto ewe puwe podstrekalo menq.”



urnals reviewed them benevolently; one tran-
slation was published by the Russian
Academy, another one (that of Balzac) "I
marked all over with notes, no worse than an
archaeologist"; "it is difficult to be a good
translator, and even more so a good writer";
"the attacks of critics and their endless ques-
tions 'why isn't it like this, or like that?' co-
uld be answered only by 'this had to be like
this...', because I wanted it to be so" (4); speaking
of her failures she compares herself with no
one, but "Napoleon at Berezino" (7) (my italics
– I. S.). The image of the "self" in the auto-
biographical text is thus structured as an ac-
tive, resolute, autonomous, enlightened and
energetic woman, who has consciously cho-
sen writing as a profession and who is not
deluded as to the hardships this choice is
fraught with. All of the above conforms ne-
ither to the stereotypes of femininity nor to
the limits of female writing delineated by the
criticism of the time. If the criticism of the
time did put up with women's writing, it was
so only if women operated within their legi-
timate prescribed roles.

Woman is a weak though pleasing creature,
"the adornment of man's life", thus, she
may perfect herself through self-reflexivity
in verse, remaining within the diarylike
sphere of intimacy. In this case, women's
poetry is referred to as "sweet nonsense",
amateurishness, "sweet social talk" (lyubeznyi

svetskii razgovor), gossip, etc. On the other
hand, woman was allowed to write within
another role: a mother could compose pe-
dagogical pieces and literature for children.
In any case, she should not appear in the
public scene, where she could compete with
men, where the mastering of language and
its power are at stake. She should not take up
writing as a craft.14 And it is exactly woman's
conscious choice of writing as a profession
that Zrazhevskaya discusses in her text. Buil-
ding her own identity as an active and free
creative personality Zrazhevskaya cannot
entirely disregard the existent conventions,
stereotypes and myths of femininity domi-
nant in the patriarchal culture as well as the-
ir particular national-cultural modifications
in Russia of the 1840s.

Reflecting on the peculiarities of women's
autobiographical texts, Susan Stanford Fri-
edman notes that women, not recognising
themselves in the reflections of cultural re-
presentation, develop a dual consciousness –
the self as culturally defined and the self as
different from cultural prescription. This
kind of a double consciousness, a double co-
de to self-interpretation creates the impres-
sion of the lack of integrity, inconsistency
and disruption of the subject, which has been
noted by many researchers of women's auto-
biographical writing and which determines
the paradox, pointed out by Estelle C. Jeli-
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14 Also see on this: “Poxziq -- opasn}j dar dlq dev}” (on reception of women's literature and women writx-
ers in Russia in the first part of the 19th century) (Savkina 1998: 23-51).



nek, that women often depict a multidimen-
sional, fragmented self-image coloured by a
sense of inadequacy and alienation, of being
outsiders, or “other”; they feel the need for
authentication, to prove their self-worth. At
the same time, and paradoxically, they pro-
ject self-confidence and a positive sense of
accomplishment in having overcome many
obstacles to their success – whether it be per-
sonal or professional (Jelinek, 1986: xiii).

In the second part of “Menagerie” Zrazhev-
skaya concentrates on disclosing the com-
plexity of the woman author's position as
that of other, a weird and ugly creature from
the point of view of stereotypical representa-
tion supported and reinforced by the male
criticism. The second letter, addressed to P.
M. Bakunina, in part continues the autobi-
ographical direction of the first letter, now
elaborating on the period of the woman aut-
hor's life after she dared to step into the pu-
blic scene. This situation is featured as the
actual present of the narrator. It should be
stressed here that the core of the problem is
not women's creativity here, but their appe-
arance in public, in the professional writing
market, because, as Zrazhevskaya writes

... the gift to write poetry or prose is a
wonderful gift, but despite any perform-

ance suited to the goal, the first success
always depends on the public voice, and
that voice in its turn on the criticism of
journalists and the efforts of book tra-
ders. Thus, for subsistence, a poet, a
prose-writer (whatever the talented per-
son is) needs attention to his works,
leniency, and, most importantly, that
the public voice acknowledges them as
valuable, i.e. valuable in the usual sense
– expenses on books, some enthusiasm,
a lot more patience and an abyss of labo-
ur. And without all these together, I ca-
me to be convinced, one should better
stay home, and I couldn't – that's just
the trouble! It is expensive to publish on
one's own and it is often impossible to
publish again without expenses, and to
stop publishing is to waste all the previo-
us work. It is too late to reify myself, I
have come too far to try turning back.
This is the bitter and stinging frame that
edges my sweet literary life. (6-7)15

The difficulties of this kind await any "talen-
ted person", but for a woman, in the aut-
hor's view, the case is aggravated by the social
and cultural biases expressed by the "beasts"
of criticism. Zrazhevskaya discloses the patri-
archal biases of criticism though she does not
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15 “dar slagat| stihi ili pisat| prozoj v svoem rode prekrasn}j dar, no, nesmotrq na nikakoe ispolnenie sootvetstvuywee
celi, -- perv}j uspeh vsegda zavisit ot obwestvennogo golosa, a golos xtot o~en| mnogo ot kritiki `urnalistov i userdiq knigo-
prodavcev. Itak dlq suwestvovaniq -- poxtu, prozaiku, komu b} to ni b}lo, no ~eloveku s talantom -- neobhodim} vnimanie k
ego trudam, snisho`denie i glavnoe, ~tob obwij golos priznal b} ih cenn}mi: to est| v ob}knovennom sm}sle -- rashod na
knigi, nemno`ko xtuziazma, ewe bol|{e terpeniq i bezdna trudov. A bez xtogo i vsego xtogo vmeste q ubedilas|, ~to lu~`e sidet|



use the term in describing the obstacles that she has to
overcome on her way to the literary world, where she
seems "strange and unusual", where "she is alien".
First she challenges the typical critics' pronouncement
that writing is contradictory to female nature.16 Next,
her statements suggest that she is accusing the "beasts"
of patriarchal criticism of what in contemporary langu-
age could be phrased as a pornographic view of the
woman writer, tabooing the writing experience for
women:

What can a woman write? What are the passions
she will speak of? – every-one will point at her,
adding, she must have experienced that if it occur-
red to her. So would the terrible beast say. (8)17

Zrazhevskaya responds vigorously and in great detail to
the third argument of misogynist criticism, that of the
absence of the great thinkers and writers among
women ("Newtons and Kuv'es /.../, Shillers, Goethes,
Tasses and other men of genius" /9/).

Exclusively and solely because you do not prepare
us to be the Newtons and Decartes. Take a look:
our eyes are sharper, hearing more refined, touch
more delicate, and sensitivity in general – on a
higher level. Our nerves are thinner, while
women's muscles are not weaker than men's, look
at the peasant woman: she can plough, thresh and
chop wood – coping with all the male tasks. Give
the woman schooling, subordinate her to labour,
labour and labour, establish women's universities
and you will see if the woman can possess a strong
and subtle mind, solidity, genius, ingenuity and
endurance to labour. /.../ Weren't it you who as-
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doma, a doma ne siditsq, beda da i tol|ko!
Dorogo izdavat| na svoj s~et -- bez rashoda
nevozmo`no ~asto pe~atat| vnov|, a perestat|
pe~atat| nel|zq -- propadut vse pre`nie trud}:
ovewestvit| sebq u`e pozdno, q sli{kom daleko
za{la, ~tob voro~at|sq nazad, vot ta gor|kaq i
koly~aq rama, kotoraq okraivaet my sladkuy
literaturnuy `izn|”.

16 “vle~enie so~inqt|, pe~atat| i gromko

v}skaz}vat| svoi m}sli s~itayt za

kakuy-to bezobraznuy himeru s nadut}m

licom, durn}mi naklonnostqmi i o~en|

neprili~noy du{e v `enskoj obertke”.

17 “^to mo`et so~init| devu{ka* o kakih
strastqh zagovorit ona* -- vsqkij uka`et
na nee, pribavlqq: -- vidno isp}tala xta,
malo esli podumala. Tak govorit tot
stra{n}j zver|”.



sured us /.../ we are only beautiful when
we are frivolous, when we are dolls and
chatterboxes, /.../ that except for /.../
coronets, bracelets, earrings and dan-
cing we shouldn't rack our brains with
anything; that everything else is man's
business. (9-10)18

One can only be surprised at the extent of
Zrazhevskaya's disclosing of patriarchal re-
presentation of the sociocultural stereotypes
as eternal and natural long before the exis-
tence of the feminist and gender-oriented
criticism. Her saying that "women writers-
autodidacts, /avoiding/ men's mockery, /.../
at the first instance, at the very outset /.../,
do not develop, but on the contrary, stifle
and destroy persistent observation and
reflexivity which produce great truths"
(10),19 sounds in keeping with the themes of
Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own. In her
text, Zrazhevskaya constructs the traditional
male perspective both directly, through in-
cluding the cues of the imaginary opponents,
"raging beasts" (11), and indirectly, in her
polemic responses, by italicising the male
definitions and attributes of the feminine.20

This can be interpreted with the help of
Domna Stanton, so that the speaking “I”

constitutes the reading “you” as the repre-
sentation of the society's view of women and
thus as the personification of the writing in-
terdiction (Stanton 1987: 13).

Embarking on a dialogue with the patriar-
chal point of view, the author to a certain
extent reproduces it in her response, adapts
to it, repeating the current popular opini-
ons on how a woman should write. For in-
stance, she appeals to women writers to cre-
ate works based on the "human heart, on
what is tender, meek, gentle, fair in it"
(5).21 Unlike men writers –  "the owners of
knowledge, wisdom, strength, reason",
"pleasing" themselves by describing "the
passionate, the terrible and the beastly",
woman has an inenormous lot of the viceless
human passions. "Being sinful and weak I can
speak of those passions as well without blus-
hing" (8). Woman should “please people by
writing beautifully, she should return to the
word /.../ its beauty, purity, holiness” (9).
Supporting the critics' favourite metaphor
of  "the inexperienced female pen", which
cannot produce anything legible without a
male mentor, Zrazhevskaya speaks of her
"child's inexperience"; after passionate ap-
peals for equal educational opportunities for
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18 “Ottogo imenno i edinstvenno, È . . .Ç ~to v} ne gotovite nas v N|yton} i Dekart}. Posmotrite: glaza na{i
ostree, sluh ton|{e, osqzanie ne`nee, voobwe vospriim~ivost| na{a v}{e mu`skij. Nerv} na{i ton|{e, muskul}
u `enwin ne slabee mu`skih, posmotrite na krest|qnku: ona i pa{et, i polotit, i drova rubit, -- ispravlqet vse
mu`skie rabot}. Dajte `enwine {kolu, pod~inite ee s detskih let trudu, trudu i trudu, u~redite `enskie uni-
versitet}, kafedr}, i togda posmotrite: daetsq li `enwine sil|n}j i tonkij rassudok, osnovatel|nost|,
genial|nost|, izobretatel|nost| i perenos~ivost| trudov. È . . .Ç Ne v} li uverili nas, È . . .Ç ~to m} togda tol|ko



women, she reassures the reader: "no, no! I'm not cat-
egorically insisting on granting women university or
pulpit /.../ in that case they will really lose all their be-
autiful femininity, /.../ I'm only saying this in rebuff
to our persecutors” (10; my italics –  I. S.) Meek, graci-
ous, viceless, innocent, exquisite –  these epithets de-
termined and limited the possibilities for women's
writing within the criticism of the time – both in the
compassionate articles (e.g. Kireevskii 1834) and in
the openly misogynist pamphlets (e.g. "The Women
Writers" by Rahmannyi). But as soon as she has repro-
duced these stereotypes, Zrazhevskaya immediately and
vigorously renounces them. The question of an oppo-
nent (a part of the essay is an imaginary dialogue with
the "beasts" of criticism) "What do you understand by
authorship?" is followed by the answer:

Thought, feeling and strength, internal and alive,
an ability to embody in words visible and invisible
objects: perceptions, inner feelings and impressi-
ons, virtues, vices, aberrations and whims; the
ability while entertaining the mind and captiva-
ting the heart to unobtrusively inform them with
the truths necessary for our well-being, the truths
of self-knowledge that otherwise we wouldn't li-
sten to. Men and women are equally endowed with
this ability. Any book is an executed thought, fee-
ling and strength of the writer; if it gives me plea-
sure, then it is necessarily of benefit for me –  it
enlightens, enlivens and invigorates my soul,
when it informs me with some truth which capti-
vates with its novelty and revives me, and I'm ready
to show you hundreds of women's books that will
endure this test. (11-12)22
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prekrasn} i mil}, kogda m} vetrennic},
kukl}, boltu{ki, rezvu{ki, ~to krome puk-
lej, feron|erok, bras~et, sereg i kon-
tratancev nam me o ~em i golovu lomat|,
~to vse drugoe -- delo mu`~in}.”

19 “pisatel|nic}-samou~ki, ÈizbegaqÇ
mu`skih nasme{ek, È. . .Ç pri pervom
por}ve, v samom isto~nike È. . .Ç ne razvi-
vayt, naprotiv du{at, uni~to`ayt v sebe
upornuy nablydatel|nost| i razm}{-
lenie, ot kotor}h rodqtsq velikie geni-
al|n}e istin}”.

20 Compare this with the metaphor by
Nancy K.Miller speaking of women
expressing themselves within the mascu-
line culture through the use of the italics
to bring in their own tone (Miller 1980:
25-45).

21 “na ~elove~eskom serdce i na tom, ~to
est| v nem ne`nogo, krotkogo, laskovogo,
bo`eskogo”.

22 “M}{lenie, ~uvstvo i silu, vnutren-
nyy, `ivuy sposobnost| olicetvorqt|
slovami vidim}e i nevidim}e predmet}:
owuweniq, ~uvstvovaniq na{i i vpe{nie
vle~atleniq, dobrodeteli, poroki, zablu`-
deniq, strannosti, i -- zabavlqq um, plenqq
serdce, neprimetno vpe~atlevat| v nih
istin}, neobhodim}e dlq na{ego blago-
polu~iq, istin} samopoznaniq, kotor}h
bez togo slu{at| ne stanem. A xtoy
sposobnostiy ravno nadelen} mu`~in} i
`enwin}. Vsqkaq kniga est| osuwestvlen-
naq m}sl|, ~uvstvo i sila pisatelq; esli
ona dostavlqet mne nasla`denie, pol|zu,
to nepremenno svetit, sogrevaet i vlagaet
v du{u moy silu, soobwaq kakuy-nibud|
istinu, kotoraq svoey noviznoy plenqet,
`ivotvorit, i q gotova vam pokazat| sotni
knig `enskogo roda, kotor}e v}der`at
xtu probu”.



Challenging the traditional views that allow
women the sphere of feelings, and exquisite
self-reflection, Zrazhevskaya recurrently na-
mes wit, strength, ability for philosophical
thinking, ambition, craving for success and
fame as the female attributes.

And to infuriate the desperate hater of
women writers even further, I added: I
don't know what is unattainable for the
female mind, there is no depth that it
would be unable to penetrate. Women
catch instantly the truths that men phi-
losophers spend fruitlessly centuries
upon. /.../ If women can find time for
dances, cards, visits and gossip as well as
other time-killers without being repri-
manded on the infringement on the ro-
les of daughter, wife, mother, houseke-
eper; why do you charge them with a cri-
minal offence when they instead of wast-
ing their time on miserable distractions
would want to spend it on peaceful
enjoyable occupations, so inherent for
human beings. (13)23

The last point is especially interesting since
the struggle is carried out "on the enemy's

territory": pretending to accept the male
perspective of the female destiny,
Zrazhevskaya demonstrates its inner contra-
diction and invalidity, since some "natural,
female roles ("society, beauty, adornment of
life") do not correlate to others, no less dear
to the male heart (daughter, mother, wife,
housekeeper) which questions the central
patriarchal assumption of the "naturalness"
of the "predestined" female socio-cultural
roles.

Zrazhevskaya rebels against the assumption
of modesty and humility being appropriate
for women and makes a call to them to aban-
don, through authorship, the domesticated
locuses: boudoir, parlour, dressing-room
or children's room –  in favour of the hi-
storical scene.

See for yourself: which is the way? When
we were deprived of everything: univer-
sity, pulpit, freedom –  everything taken
by the fathers, husbands, brothers,
sons...well, then! I am not sad, if they
took it, so be it; they hedged us in a spe-
cial domain: boudoir, parlour, toilet
room, handed over rearing of the chil-
dren to us, family life –  I agree –  but
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23 “I ~tob} ewe bolee vzbesit| ot~aqnnogo nenavistnika `enwin-pisatel|nic, q pribavila: ne znay, na ~to ne
unudritsq tonkij `enskij um -- net glubin}, v kotoruy b} on ne pronik. @enwin} lovqt naletu xti vekov}e
istin}, nad kotor}mi tak besplodno trudqtsq filosof}-mu`~in}. No, zamet|te, `enwinam vezde bol|{e opasnos-
tej, za vse bolee dostaetsq. È...Ç Esli `enwin} nahodqt vremq dlq tancev, vizitov, pustpj boltovni, kart i podobn}h
uni~to`enij vremeni, i xto im ne vmenqyt v naru{enie obqzannostej do~eri, `en}, hozqjki, materi; to po~emu `e
v} im vmenqete v prestuplenie to, kogda oni, vmesto prazdnogo istrebleniq vremeni na ni~to`n}e rasseqniq, budut
provodit| vse to `e samoe vremq v mirn}h, priqtn}h zanqtiqh, tak svojstvenn}h ~eloveku”.



why weren't we as well deprived of the
male lot –  ambition: from the boudoir,
dressing-room or parlour, one can't
jump pas en avant into history. Were not
father, husband, brother, son seducing
me with their example, were not they
soliciting a place in history from dawn
till dusk –  I would be the quietest crea-
ture! but when /.../ by their own exam-
ple they have awakened my taste to the
wreath of history –  and at the same time
only provided me with boarding, with a
doll, a toy, a petty surface of life, of
word and thought –  merciless! –  why
are you surprised that we have armed
ourselves by authorship in the boudoir,
parlour and toilet room. All other arms
you have taken away from us, while infu-
sing us with the same tastes and ambiti-
ons –  what else is there for us to fight
with? (14)24

The text is full of oscillations between the
discourse of mimicry (by your example and
admonition you have awakened in me), and
that of struggle (have armed ourselves, arms,

fight ) and rebellion, that Bella Brodzki and
Celeste Schenck write about reflecting on
women's autobiographical texts (Brodzki &
Schenck 1988: 7-12). However, rebellion
and challenge appear more powerful and
constant than accommodation. In the dialo-
gue with the imaginary enemy, “the despera-
te hater of women writers”, she always takes
an active offensive position. She ironizes,
mocks, discloses. When imitating the dialo-
gue she uses the verbs responded, retorted,
interrupted; she uses the pronoun I as op-
posed to we and realises what kind of reac-
tion may follow her statements ("given the
occasion he wouldn't fail to try to intimidate
me for my brave attempt to convince him of
my female dignity" /14/).

The active resistance to the patriarchal, ho-
stile "reader's you" is one of the ways of de-
signing the female and writer's identity by
starting from the contrary, although not the
only one. Many studies of the autodocu-
menting genres develop the idea, first arti-
culated by Mary Mason, that women writing
about themselves create their identity thro-
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24“Rassudite sami: nu kak tut b}t|. Kogda vse u nas otnqli: universitet otnqli, kafedru otnqli, svobodu
otnqli, -- vse u nas otnqli otc}, mu`|q, brat|q i s}nov|q... horo{o! q ne ogor~ays|: otnqli tak otnqli; otveli
nam osob}j udel: buduar, ubornuy, gostinuy, poro~ili vospitanie detej, doma{nij b}t -- soglasna -- be buntuy
-- da za~em `e vmeste so vsem tem ne otnqli u nas mu`skogo `e udela -- tweslaviq: iz buduara, ubornoj i gosti-
noj ne pr}gne{| pas en avant -- v istoriy. Ne soblaznqj menq svoim primerom otec, mu`, brat, s}n, ne domoga-
jsq oni s utra do no~i, e`ednevno na moih glazah meste~ka v istorii -- q b}la b} spokojnej{ee suwestvo! no
kogda È. . .Ç sobstvenn}m primerom i nastavleniem probudili vo mne vkus k venku istorii -- i v to `e vremq
predostavili tol|ko pansion, tol|ko li{| kuklu, igru{ku, poverhnostnoe i melo~noe v `izni, v m}sli, v slove
-- bez`alostn}e! --~emu v} divites|, ~to m} vooru`ilis| i v buduare, i v ubornoj, i v gostinoj avtorstvom.
Vse drugoe oru`ie v} otobrali sebe, a vkus} i usremleniq v nas vdohnuli -- ~em `e nam pobe`dat|*...”.



ugh others: “disclosure of the female self is
linked to the identification of some "other".
This recognition of another consciousness,
this grounding of identity in the relation to
the chosen other seems to enable women to
write openly about themselves. (Mason
1980: 210) In the examples given by Mason
it is primarily men who are featured as "ot-
hers", since they are the significant others
through whom women's own identity is cre-
ated. Bella Brodzki and Celeste Schenck po-
int out that this "delineation of identity by
alterity," as Mary Mason defines it, this self-
definition in relation to significant others,
is the most pervasive characteristic of the fe-
male autobiography (Brodzki & Schenck
1988: 8).

In Zrazhevskaya's text the role of others in
the creation of her own identity is extremely
important as well. However, all men except
for Zhukovskiy are depicted as a unified, na-
meless, homogenous group of "strangers",
enemies, "beasts" in the "menagerie". The
male figures usually significant for women's
self-writing, i.e. father, brother, husband,
son, actually appear only as the various pseu-
donyms of the male misogynist aggression:
"fathers, husbands, brothers, sons have de-
prived us of everything" (14). She never re-
fers to herself as a father's daughter, as a
brother's sister, as a wife. The concepts of

daughterhood, sisterhood, motherhood are
related exclusively to the female and the cre-
ative: Maman –  the creative godmother, si-
sters-writers, children –  books ("my chil-
dloving heart even suffers for the step-chil-
dren" /4/ –  she says of her translations).

Images and voices of other women, as has
been pointed out, are extremely important
in “Menagerie”, The short text is overflow-
ing with women's names (unlike men,
women are always named in the text). Apart
from the two addressees,Varvara and
Praskoviya Bakunina, the emperess Mariya
Fyodorovna who had blessed her creative li-
fe; the friend-rival, lady V...; Madame de
Stahl, the author's favourite (3-11) as well as
“our Russian Bunina” (11) –  the literary
predecessors, "who were punished for their
wit, gift and unusual impulse" (11). As the
examples of women writers, whose works
meet the highest criteria demanded from
authorship, she names A. P. Glinka, E.
Kul'man, O. Shishkina, Zeneida R-va (E.
Gan –  I.S.), M. Zhukova, N. Durova, Fedor
Fan-Dim (E. Kologrivova –  I. S.), A. Ishi-
mova, K. Pavlova, Dolorosa (E. Rastopchi-
na), Z. Volkonskaya,25 actually suggesting an
exhaustive list of the women writers of the
30s-40s, providing a brief but benevolent
review of their writing.
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25 Some authors are named by Zrazhevskaya through paraphrasing, sochinitel'nitsa Skopina Shuiskogo
(O.Shishkina), the author of the novel "Ol'ga", the author-aristocrat (Z.Volkonskaya).
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The mentioned ideas of sisterhood and sol-
idarity are reinforced by the representation
of women authors as twins of the narrator.
Multiplying the sequence of images, or at
least, the list of the names of women who
write successfully and actively, Zrazhevskaya
constructs a representative figure of the
woman writer. By including herself into this
united community she constructs her iden-
tity as partial and split but at the same time
significant and representative. Interesting
enough is that when she depicts her own
writer's biography, she primarily speaks of
hardships, dangers, failures, struggle. The
stories of other women writers underline
the creative achievements and luck. These
features are especially prominent in the
image of the addressee of the second letter:
her friendly “you” is a variant of the author's
more successful alter ego: "Can your lot be
the same? –  but you are in paradise, you
delight everyone by your talent for verse,
win the laurels of praise from your endless
friends and admirers –  including me; you
are in bliss –  at least you don't have a reason
to complain of the struggle of heavenly
poetry and earthly materiality, while I..."
(7).26 All other women prose writers as well

as poetesses that are mentioned by
Zrazhevskaya are characterised as good and
successful writers through expressions like
"wonderful gift", "delightful novels", "ten-
der, clever, deft, experienced pen", "remar-
kable works", and "entertaining novellas"
(12). The idea of the successful and
acknowledged female gift objectified in ot-
hers creates the ground for the self-confi-
dence and legitimises her own claims. Spea-
king of Zinaida Volkonskaya's brilliant gift,
she exclaims: "It seems to me that the wreath
of European fame has been given me as well"
(12-13).27 It remains unclear whether she
feels the heaviness of the laurel wreath when
she identifies with Volkonskaya, or it is an
exaggerated self-appraisal, but in any case,
the depiction of herself as part of the repre-
sentative cultural group of Russian women
writers that she models in the same text mo-
tivates the high self-esteem and the right to
speak and write as a woman and a writer at
the same time.

At this point, Zrazhevskaya does not simply
try to legitimise the female existence within
the dominant culture, to win back a corner
for women, but she appeals to her friends in
writing to bravely write in their own way, to

26 “Neu`eli i tvoq takaq dolq* -- no t} v ray, voshiwae{| vseh svoim stihotvorn}m talantom, rve{| lavr}

pohval tvoih bes~islenn}h druzej i po~itatelej -- v tom ~isle i moi; t} bla`enstvue{| -- po krajnej mere

ne imee{| pri~in} `alovat|sq na bor|bu nebesnoj poxzii s zemnoj vewestvennost|y, a q. . .”.

27 “Mne ka`etsq, ~to u` mne samoj nadeli venok evropejskoj slav}. . .”.



be independent: "So far, apart from the princess Ze-
neida Volkonskaya, A. P. Glinka and countess E. Ras-
topchina, our women verse-makers did not engage in
the real poetry but walked the trampled path and mi-
micked men". (5)28

Thus, the main effort of the text appears to be direc-
ted at creating one's own identity as the woman writer.
This is carried out in different ways: through the gen-
der transformation of the autobiographical paradigm;
through the "rule of contraries": questioning the
stereotypes of femininity and patriarchal biases against
women's creativity while reproducing them; through
structuring the female writers group identity by using
the images of sisters in writing; through the use of the
genre of familiar letter with a female addressee. All
these elements provoke the "gender-oriented reading"
and create the model of female audience as well as of
the female reader's "you".

In the process of writing (and even in the very act of
the public appearance, a publication, in a journal, of
the “familiar letter”) she structures the female subject
as creator, or as creating subject, that is declared to be
existent and valuable. Of course, the opponents, both
back in the past and in the present have always had the
question ready at hand: How legitimate are her ambi-
tions? Did she have any talent herself? Can she be cal-
led a writer herself?

As was pointed out in the beginning of the essay,
Zrazhevskaya's fictional abilities were mediocre.
However, she was endowed with other gifts, that of a
spirited essayist and of a talented critic, that may not
have developed fully. The tragic fate of this woman
may serve as another example of the "futile gift": if the
patriarchal culture had such difficulties "digesting"
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28 “Do sih por, krome knqgini Zeneid}

Volkonskoj, A. P. Glinki i grafini

Rostop~inoj, na{i stihotvoric} ne zani-

malis| istinnoy poxziey, a {li izbitoy

tropoy i peredraznivali mu`~in”.



the appearance of women writers, it could
not, all the more so, allow either place or
name for a “pro-feminist” woman critic.
Although one place was found for her –  the
madhouse, where Zrazhevskaya met her last
days in full oblivion.
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